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Swap Your Paper Logbook for a Smart Visitor 
Management Solution 
Gate Access Control from FlowCentric Technologies makes managing visitors and contractors easy.  

The user-friendly system helps streamline visitor access and tracking, by efficiently processing 

requests and maintaining the operational effectiveness of security and reception personnel. 

Functions and Features 
Shift the check-in process from messy paperwork to an organised digital framework. 

Pre-Visit Access Request 
▪ Request visitor access by capturing your visitor’s details before their on-site visit. 
▪ Request visitor clearance for high security areas from the personnel in charge. 
▪ Reserve a parking bay for your visitors. 
▪ A reference code is provided to the guest when their visit is approved. The code pre-

populates form fields with known data to speed up the check-in procedure. 

Gate Access Control  
▪ Visitor information is either captured by the visitor or prepopulated with the data that was 

entered during the pre-visit request step. 
▪ Host information is obtained and auto-completed from your company’s database/Active 

Directory. 
▪ Visitor devices, such as laptops or firearms, are recorded before the guest enters your 

property. 
▪ Visitor vehicle details are recorded in the system. 
▪ Guests are required to acknowledge that they have read and accept your company’s terms 

and conditions before gaining access to the premises. 
▪ Once a visitor submits the form, the host is notified by means of email or SMS that their 

guest has arrived. 
▪ Reception personnel receive a notification to allocate an access card to the visitor. 
▪ Reception will receive a checklist of the assets that they need to take possession of before 

allowing the visitor to proceed, such as a firearm. 
▪ Reception or security personnel update the system when the visitor checks-out, closing and 

archiving the task. 

Benefits 
▪ Provide visitors with an automated, streamlined, fast check-in procedure. 
▪ Ensure that there are no long queues at the security or reception check-in area. 
▪ Enhanced security, as visitor details are captured into a central database. 
▪ Know who is on your premises and rapidly extract a report for rollcall in case of an 

emergency/evacuation. 
▪ Comply with Health and Safety requirements and give visitors the assurance that they won’t 

be overlooked during an emergency.  
▪ Dispense with paper-based logbooks and save on procurement costs. 
▪ Maintain an auditable history of all visitor check-ins. 
▪ Track assets that enter and leave your premises to reduce the risk of theft.  
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▪ The solution allows your visitors to sign themselves in while you focus on giving them a 
warm greeting. 

▪ Visitor access trends can be analysed, and improvements made to the reception or security 
check-in procedures. 

 

The system requires minimal hardware and can be hosted locally or in the cloud. The Gate Access 

Control can integrate to current or future software, such and access card reader and fingerprint 

readers. 

 
Streamline your guest's arrival with digitised Gate Access Control from FlowCentric Technologies 

  


